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Abstract— In recent years, there has been a rapid increase
in the number of service robots deployed for aiding people
in their daily activities. Unfortunately, most of these robots
require human input for training in order to do tasks in indoor
environments. Successful domestic navigation often requires
access to semantic information about the environment, which
can be learned without human guidance. In this paper, we
propose a set of DEDUCE1 - Diverse scEne Detection methods
in Unseen Challenging Environments algorithms which incorpo-
rate deep fusion models derived from scene recognition systems
and object detectors. The five methods described here have been
evaluated on several popular recent image datasets, as well as
real-world videos acquired through multiple mobile platforms.
The final results show an improvement over the existing state-
of-the-art visual place recognition systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene recognition and understanding has been an impor-
tant area of research in the robotics and computer vision com-
munity for more than a decade now. Programming robots to
identify their surroundings is integral to building autonomous
systems for aiding humans in house-hold environments.
Kostavelis et al. [1] have recently provided a survey of
previous work in semantic mapping using robots in the last
decade. According to their study, scene annotation augments
topological maps based on human input or visual information
of the environment. Bormann et al. [2] pointed out that
the most popular approaches in room segmentation involve
segmenting floor plans based on spatial regions.
An essential aspect of any spatial region is the presence
of specific objects in it. Some examples include a bed in a
bedroom, a stove in a kitchen, a sofa in a living room, etc.
Sa¨nderhauf et al. [3] formulated the following three reason-
ing challenges that address the semantics and geometry of a
scene and the objects therein, both separately and jointly: 1)
Reasoning About Object and Scene Semantics, 2) Reasoning
About Object and Scene Geometry, and 3) Joint Reasoning
about Semantics and Geometry. This paper focuses on the
first reasoning challenge and uses Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) as feature extractors for both scenes and
objects. Our goal is to design a system that allows a robot to
identify the area where it is located using visual information
in the same way as a human being would.
Contribution. We consider five models of scene predic-
tion through the integration of object and scene information
in order to perform place categorization. We then evaluate
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1Supplementary material including code and the videos of the different
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Fig. 1: Visualization of the semantic mapping performed while the
Fetch robot is navigating through the environment (best viewed in
color). The associated map is shown in Figure 5b.
the robustness of these models by conducting extensive ex-
periments on state-of-the-art still-image datasets, real-world
videos captured via various hand-held cameras, and also
those recorded using a mobile robot platform in multiple
challenging environments. One such environment is shown
in Figure 1, where the segmented regions correspond to our
scene detection. The results obtained from the experiments
demonstrate that our proposed system can be generalized
well beyond the training data, and is also impervious to
object clutter, motion blur, and varying light conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a
detailed list of recent works in place categorization. The
proposed DEDUCE algorithms are described in details in
Section III. Section IV summarizes the diverse experiments
conducted and the results that were obtained. Finally, Sec-
tion V concludes the paper and discusses the future work
towards real-world domestic, search and rescue tasks with
robots in indoor environments.
II. RELATED WORK
Semantic place categorization using only visual features
has been an important area of research for robotic applica-
tions [4], [5]. In the past, many robotics researchers focused
on place recognition tasks [6], [7] or on the problem of scene
recognition in computer vision [8], [9].
Quattoni and Torralba [9] introduced a purely vision-based
place recognition system that improved the performance of
the global gist descriptor by detecting prototypical scene
regions. However, the annotations regarding the size, shape
and location of up to ten object prototypes must be provided,
and learned in advance for their system to work. Also, the
labeling task is very work-intensive, and the approach of
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having fixed regions is only useful in finding objects in
typical views of the scene. This makes the system ill-suited
for robotics applications. Since we want to deal with flexible
positions of objects, we apply a visual attention mechanism
that can locate important regions in a scene automatically.
A number of different approaches have been proposed
to address the problem of classifying environments. One
popular approach adopted is to use feature matching with
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). Ekvall
et al. [10] and Tong et al. [11] demonstrated a strategy
for integrating spatial and semantic knowledge in a service
environment using SLAM and object detection & recognition
based on Receptive Co-occurrence Histograms. Espinace et
al. [12] presented an indoor scene recognition system based
on a generative probabilistic hierarchical model using the
contextual relations to associate objects to scenes. Kollar et
al. [13] utilized the notion of object to object and object to
scene context to reason about the geometric structure of the
environment in order to predict the location of the objects.
The performance of the object classifiers is improved by
including geometrical information obtained from a 3D range
sensor. In addition, it also facilitates a focus of attention
mechanism. However, these approaches only identify the
place based on the specific objects detected and the hierar-
chical model that is used to link the objects with the place.
In contrast to their method, our algorithm is not limited to
a small number of recognizable objects, since we also take
scene semantics into consideration.
Recently, there have been several approaches to scene
recognition using artificial neural networks. Liao et al. [14],
[15] used CNNs for recognizing the environment by regular-
izing deep architecture with semantic segmentation through
the occurrence of objects. However, their system information
and mapping results are not provided, and they also do not
conduct any cross-domain analysis. Sun et al. [16] proposed
a unified CNN which performs scene recognition and object
detection as a multi-task problem. Luo et al. [17] developed a
semantic mapping framework utilizing spatial room segmen-
tation, CNNs trained for object recognition, and a hybrid
map provided by a customized service robot. Sa¨nderhauf
et al. [18] proposed a transferable and expandable place
categorization and semantic mapping system that requires no
environment-specific training. Mancini et al. [19] addressed
Domain Generalization (DG) in the context of semantic place
categorization. They also provide results of state-of-the-art
algorithms on the VPC Dataset [5] that we compare our
performance with. However, most of these results do not
test their algorithms on a wide variety of platforms like we
do in this paper, both for static images, and dynamic real
world videos captured using different hand-held cameras and
mobile robotic platforms.
III. METHODOLOGY
We consider a set of five different models, abbreviated
as Diverse scEne Detection methods in Unseen Challenging
Environments (DEDUCE), for place categorization. Each
model is derived from two base modules, one based on the
PlacesCNN [20] and the other being an Object Detector-
YOLOv3 [21]. The classification model can be formulated
as a supervised learning problem. Given a set of labelled
training data X tr = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)...(xN , yN )}, where xi
corresponds to the data samples and yi to the scene labels, the
classifier should learn the discriminative probability model
p(yˆj |Φ(X tr)) (1)
where yˆj corresponds to the j-th predicted scene label and
Φ = {φ1, φ2...φt} are the set of different feature represen-
tations obtained from the xi. This trained model should be
able to correctly classify a set of unlabelled test samples
X te = {x1, x2...xM}. It is to be noted that while the goal of
each of our five models is to perform place categorization, it
is the Φ which varies across them. We now describe the
two base modules, and how our five models are derived
and trained from them. The complete network architecture
is given in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Model Architecture (best viewed in color). The highlighted
regions represent the portion of the network which was trained for
the respective models.
A. Scene Recognition
For obtaining the scene gist, we use the PlacesCNN model.
The base architecture is that of Resnet-18 [22] which has
been pretrained on the ImageNet dataset [23] and then
finetuned on the Places365 dataset [20]. For each of our 5
models, we choose seven classes out of the total 365 classes,
which are integral to the recognition of indoor home/office
environments - Bathroom, Bedroom, Corridor, Dining room,
Living room, Kitchen and Office. We use the official training
and validation split provided for our work. The training set
consists of 5,000 labelled images for each scene class, while
the test set contains 100 images for each scene.
B. Object Detection
Object detection is a domain that has benefited immensely
from the developments in deep learning. Recent years have
seen people develop many algorithms for object detection,
some of which include YOLO [24], [25], [21], SSD [26],
Mask RCNN [27], Cascade RCNN [28] and RetinaNet [29].
In this paper, we work with the YOLOv3 [21] detector,
mainly because of its speed, which makes real-time process-
ing possible. It is a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN),
and employs the Darknet-53 architecture which has 53
convolution layers, consisting of successive 3x3 and 1x1
convolutional layers with some shortcut connections. The
network used in this paper has been pre-trained to detect
the 80 object classes of the MS-COCO dataset [30].
C. Place Categorization models
1) Scene Only: The first model which we use consists
of only the pre-trained and fine-tuned PlacesCNN with a
simple Linear Classifier on top of it. This model accounts
for a holistic representation of a scene, without specifically
being trained to detect objects. Thus, the feature vector for
this model is given by Φscene = φs.
2) Object Only: The second model acts a Scene classifier
using only the information of detected objects. There is
no separate training required here to identify the individual
scene attributes. For this purpose, we create a codebook of
the most common COCO-objects seen in all the seven scenes.
This is shown in Table I. It is to be noted that every object
has been associated to only one scene (for instance, “bed” is
only associated to the Bedroom) for classification purpose,
thereby making it a landmark. Since most images of the
Corridor scene do not have a landmark object, the codebook
links this class to the absence of any object. For this model,
the feature representation is given by Φobj = φ{obj} where
{obj} is the set of objects detected in the image.
TABLE I: Top landmark objects (non-human) for the seven
different scene classes
Bathroom Toilet Sink - -
Bedroom Bed - - -
Corridor - - - -
Dining Room Dining Table Wine Glass Bowl -
Kitchen Oven Microwave Refrigerator -
Living Room Sofa Vase - -
Office TV-Monitor Laptop Keyboard Mouse
3) Scene+Attention: In this model, we compute the acti-
vation maps for the given image of a scene, and using those,
we try to visualize where the network has its focus during
scene classification. It is to be noted that while this model
also performs place categorization, in addition, it highlights
the important regions (objects, object-object interactions etc.)
of a scene from the classification point of view. From the
output of the final block convolutional layer (layer 4) of the
WideResnet architecture [31], we get 14x14 feature blobs
which retain spatial information corresponding to the whole
image. Our model is similar to the soft attention mechanism
of [32] in that here too, we assign the weights to be the
output of a softmax layer, thereby associating a probability
distribution to it. However, since we are not classifying based
on a sequence of images, we do not employ a recurrent
network to compute the sequential features. Instead, we
simply utilize the weights of the final FC layer and take
its dot product with the feature blobs to obtain the heatmap.
The final step is to upsample this 14x14 heatmap to the input
image size, and then overlay it on top to obtain the activation
mask m(xn) of the input image xn. Therefore, the feature
representation for this model is Φattn. = φm(xn). The basic
architecture is given in Figure 3.
14	x	14	Feature	Map
Input	Image Activation	Map
PlacesCNN
Fig. 3: Architecture for Generation of the Activation Map (best
viewed in color). The 14x14 feature maps obtained from the block
layer 4 of WideResnet [31] are combined with the weights from
the final FC layer, and then their dot product is upsampled to the
image size and overlaid on top to get the activation maps
4) Combined: In this model, we use the PlacesCNN
mentioned above as a feature extractor to give the semantics
of a scene. In addition, the YOLO detector gives us the
information regarding the objects present in the image. Given
an image of a scene, this model creates a one hot-encoded
vector of 80 dimensions, corresponding to the object classes
of MS-COCO, with only the indices of the detected objects
set to 1. We then concatenate this vector along with that of
the output of the scene feature extractor, and train a Linear
Classifier on top of it. Since we combine the two different
features of scene and objects, the feature representation here
is given by Φcomb. = {φs, φ{obj}}.
5) Scene+N-best objects: Our final model is similar to
the above in that here also, we use both the PlacesCNN and
the YOLO detector. However, this model does not need to
be retrained again and so, it is significantly faster. For this
model, we place a certain confidence threshold on the scene
detector, and only when the probability of classification is
below this threshold, we search for the information about
specific objects in the scene (as obtained from Table I).
The reason for introducing this as a new model is two-fold.
Firstly, we eliminate the scenario of looking at every object
present since it is often redundant, given the semantics of
the scene. Secondly, this is similar to how we as human
beings operate when we come across an unknown scene. The
feature representation for this model is given by ΦN−best =
{φs, φ{N−obj}}.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We evaluated our five models described above on a number
of platforms. In this section, we first describe our training
procedure, and then talk about the different experiment
settings used for evaluation.
A. Training Procedure
As mentioned in Section III, the base architecture for our
scene classifier is the ResNet-18 architecture. The data pre-
processing and training process is similar to [20]. We used
the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer with an
initial learning rate of 0.1, momentum of 0.9, and a weight
decay of 10−4. For the Φscene and the Φattn. models, the
training was performed for 90 epochs with the learning
rate being decreased by a factor of 10 every 30 epochs.
The Φcomb. model converged much faster and so, it was
only trained for 9 epochs, with the learning rate reduced
by 10 times after every 3 epochs. For all the 3 training
procedures, the cross-entropy loss function was optimized,
which minimizes the cost function given by
J(yˆ, y) = − 1
N
(
N∑
j=1
yj  log(yˆj)) (2)
The training process was carried out on an NVIDIA Titan
Xp GPU using the PyTorch framework. The performance of
the five DEDUCE algorithms on the test set of Places365 is
shown in Table II for the seven classes chosen.
TABLE II: Accuracy in percentage of DEDUCE on
Places365 dataset
Scenes Φscene Φobj Φattn. Φcomb. ΦN−best
Dining room 79 94 75 79 80
Bedroom 90 74 90 90 91
Bathroom 92 65 92 91 92
Corridor 94 90 99 96 94
Living Room 84 25 68 80 84
Office 85 29 76 94 83
Kitchen 87 62 70 87 87
Avg 87.3 62.6 81.4 88.1 87.3
B. Experiment Settings
In order to check the robustness of our models, we further
evaluated their performance on two state-of-the-art still-
image datasets.
1) SUN Dataset: The SUN-RGBD dataset [33] is one
of the most challenging scene understanding datasets in
existence. It consists of 3,784 images using Kinect v2 and
1,159 images using Intel RealSense cameras. In addition,
there are 1,449 images from the NYUDepth V2 [34], and 554
manually selected realistic scene images from the Berkeley
B3DO Dataset [35], both captured by Kinect v1. Finally,
it has 3,389 manually selected distinguished frames without
significant motion blur from the SUN3D videos [36] captured
by Asus Xtion. Out of this, we sample the seven classes
of importance and use the official test split to evaluate our
models. We only consider the RGB images for this work
since our training data doesn’t have depth information. The
performance is summarized in Table III.
TABLE III: Accuracy in percentage of DEDUCE on SUN
dataset
Scenes Φscene Φobj Φattn. Φcomb. ΦN−best
Dining room 65.2 83.7 53.3 67.4 72.8
Bedroom 43.7 36.5 48.9 48.9 47.3
Bathroom 94.5 87.0 97.3 96.6 95.2
Corridor 44.4 67.6 67.6 44.4 41.7
Living Room 58.8 24.0 43.6 59.2 58.8
Office 84.0 12.6 75.8 90.6 80.6
Kitchen 77.1 63.5 63.9 83.8 77.4
Avg 66.8 53.6 64.3 70.1 67.7
Upon comparison with Table II, which contains the results
on the Places365 dataset where our models were fine-tuned,
a number of observations can be made which are consistent
for both the datasets. Firstly, the Φcomb. model performs the
best. This is intuitive since here, the scene classification is
done using the combined training of both the information
about the scene attributes and the object identity. Secondly,
the Φobj model works the best for the Dining Room class,
even though its overall performance is the worst. This trend
can be attributed to the fact that dining rooms can be easily
identified by the presence of specific objects, whereas the
scene attributes might throw in some confusion (for instance
when the kitchen/living room is partially visible in the image
of a dining room). Thirdly, for Corridor, the performance
of the Φattn. model is best for both the datasets. This
supports the fact that in order to classify a scene like a
corridor, viewing only a small portion of the image close
to the vanishing point is sufficient. Finally, the ΦN−best
model performs just as good or better than the Φscene model.
This proves that presence of objects does indeed improve
the scene classification. For the best performance using the
ΦN−best model, the threshold was set to 0.5 for the Places
dataset while it was 0.6 for the SUN dataset. The reason for
the higher confidence on scene attributes for Places dataset
is most likely due to the fact that the scene classifier itself
was fine tuned on it.
2) VPC Dataset: The Visual Place Categorization
dataset [5] consists of videos captured autonomously using a
HD camcorder (JVC GR-HD1) mounted on a rolling tripod.
The data has been collected from 6 different home environ-
ments, and three different floor types. The advantage of this
dataset is that the collected data closely mimics that of the
motion of a robot - instead of focusing on captured frames
or objects/furniture in the rooms, the operator recording the
data just traversed across all the areas in a room while
avoiding collision with obstacles. For comparison with the
state-of-the-art algorithms, we test our methods only on the
five classes which are present in all the homes - Bathroom,
Bedroom, Dining room, Living room and Kitchen. Table IV
contains the results for the individual home environments
for these five classes. For the AlexNet [37] and ResNet [22]
models, we adopt the same training procedure as in [19]. It
can be seen from the table that our models perform better
than the rest in all but one of the home environments and
much better in the overall performance.
TABLE IV: VPC Dataset: Average Accuracy across the 6
home environments
Networks H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 avg.
AlexNet 49.8 53.4 49.2 64.4 41.0 43.4 50.2
AlexNet+BN 54.5 54.6 55.6 69.7 41.8 45.9 53.7
AlexNet+WBN 54.7 51.9 61.8 70.6 43.9 46.5 54.9
AlexNet+WBN∗ 53.5 54.6 55.7 68.1 44.3 49.9 54.3
ResNet 55.8 47.4 64.0 69.9 42.8 50.4 55.0
ResNet+WBN 55.7 49.5 64.7 70.2 42.1 52.0 55.7
ResNet+WBN∗ 56.8 50.9 64.1 69.3 45.1 51.6 56.5
Ours (Φscene) 63.7 57.3 63.7 71.4 60.2 65.9 63.7
Ours (Φcomb.) 63.7 60.7 64.5 70.7 65.7 68.8 65.7
Table V further compares our models with all other base-
line algorithms tested on the VPC dataset. The reported accu-
racies are the average over all the six home environments. We
first consider the methods described in [5], which use SIFT
and CENTRIST features with a Nearest Neighbor Classifier,
TABLE V: VPC Dataset: Comparison with state-of-the-art
Method [5] [38] [39] AlexNet ResNet Ours
Config. SIFT SIFT+BF CE CE+BF HOUP G+BF G+O(SIFT)+BF Base BN WBN∗ BN WBN∗ Scene-only Combined
Acc. 35.0 38.6 41.9 45.6 45.9 47.9 50 50.2 53.7 54.3 55.0 56.5 63.7 65.7
and also exploit temporal information between images by
coupling them with Bayesian Filtering (BF). Next, we look at
the approach of [38] where Histogram of Oriented Uniform
Patterns (HOUP) is used as input to the same classifier. [39]
proposed the method of using object templates for visual
place categorization, and reported results for Global config-
urations approach with Bayesian Filtering (G+BF), and that
combined with the object templates (G+O(SIFT)+BF). Ush-
ering the deep learning era, AlexNet [37] and ResNet [22]
architectures give better results, both with their base models,
as well as the Batch Normalized (BN) and the Weighted
Batch Normalized versions [19]. However, comparisons with
our Φscene and Φcomb. models show that our methods beat
all the other results by significant margins.
3) Real-World Scene Recognition: Since most real-world
data for robotics research occur in the form of a sequence of
images, we also perform rigorous experiments in domains be-
yond the aforementioned still image datasets. Figure 4 shows
the results of scene recognition on real-world data recorded
using hand-held cameras. We employ the ΦN−best model for
these cases due to its ability to mimic the natural behavior
of humans, whereby an initial prediction is made based on
the scene attributes, and if unsure, more information related
to specific objects is considered in order to update/re-inforce
the initial prediction. The top row corresponds to the tour of
a semi-furnished real estate home obtained from YouTube
which only has the relevant objects in the scene. Although
it is not a continuous tour of the house, it does contain all
the rooms in a sequential data format. Also, professional
photographers captured this video and hence, the image
quality and white-balance of the camera is pretty good. The
next-2 rows pose a more challenging case as they correspond
to homes currently inhabited by people. We consider two
examples of these houses, one which is a standard bungalow
residence, while the other being a student apartment. From
experience, the bungalow is a much cleaner home, whereas
student apartments are prone to presence of cluttered objects
and overlapping scene boundaries. Moreover, the videos were
recorded by the inhabitants using their cellphone cameras.
This inherently brings motion blur into the picture, especially
during scene transitions. Finally, the last row depicts the
settings of a house from the movie “Father of the Bride”.
This ensures that our model is robust enough to classify
scenes even when the focus of the recording is on people
instead of the background settings.
4) Semantic Mapping: The experimental setting for se-
mantic mapping involves running our algorithm on a mobile
robot platform in two different environments of the UC San
Diego campus. The platform is a Fetch Mobile Manipulator
and Freight Mobile Robot Base by Fetch Robotics2. Figure 1
shows the robot performing scene classification in one of the
environments.
The semantic maps for the experiments were constructed
using OmniMapper [40]. It utilizes the GTsam library in
order to optimize a graph of measurements between robot
poses along a trajectory, and between robot poses and various
landmarks in the environment. The measurements of simple
objects like points, lines, and planes are data associated
with mapped landmarks using the joint compatibility branch
and bound (JCBB) technique [41]. The regions for color
segmentation are acquired by the Gaussian Region algorithm
of [42]. However, in [42], the map partitions were built
through human guidance, whereby the robot was taken on
a tour of the space (either by driving the robot manually,
or using a person following behavior) and the respective
scene labels were taught to it. This is in contrast to our
2https://fetchrobotics.com/robotics-platforms/
Fig. 4: Detection Results on Real-World Videos. Top row corresponds to the video of a Real-Estate model house. The next 2 rows are
from the houses of the authors and their friends. The bottom row is obtained from a house in the movie “Father of the Bride”.
approach, where the labels are learned from our visual place
categorization system. Thus, the robot is itself capable of
identifying the scenes without any human guide. We used
the ΦN−best model for this task, and retrained the scene
classifier to exclude the Bedroom, Dining Room & Bathroom
scenes, and instead include Conference Room as it is more
likely to occur in an academic building environment.
Figure 5a shows navigation of the robot in the Computer
Science and Engineering (CSE) building. Our system was
able to classify the five regions of the floor map. However,
there are some regions detected by OmniMapper using the
laser range finder. These are painted in white to denote their
invisibility to the camera. The second test environment is
the Contexual Robotics Institute (CRI) building, which has
a very different floor map in comparison to CSE. The result
of the run made here is shown in Figure 5b.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we considered five different models for
place categorization, which are derived mainly from two
base modules - a scene recognizer, and an object detector.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithms in a
series of experiments, ranging from scene recognition in still-
image data sets to real-world videos captured from different
sources, and finally via the generation of labeled semantic
maps using data gathered by multiple mobile robot platforms.
We showed that (i) different models are favorable for
different scenes (Table II and III), and thus the ideal scene
recognition system would likely be a combination of these
five models, (ii) the proposed methods give successful results
on many different types of video recordings, even when they
are prone to object clutter, motion blur, and overlapping
boundaries and (iii) our models are robust enough to be tested
on data gathered by mobile robotic platforms on multiple
building scenarios which are affected by occlusions and poor
lighting conditions.
We plan to extend our experimental evaluation to other
mobile robots and then flying robots. While we demonstrated
the effectiveness of our approach in different indoor scenar-
ios, we believe that the next step is to allow the robot to
walk on a tour and label important regions in its environment.
This would be useful for navigation in unknown places using
a semantic map for robots and humans. Furthermore, our
system could be applied to autonomous robots, thus enabling
them to assist humans in safety and rescue missions inside
a house or a building.
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APPENDIX
Here, we show the detailed results on the individual floor
environments of each home of the VPC dataset [5].
Table VI shows the results for the Φscene model while
Table VII for the Φcomb. model. Since all the scenes are
not present in some of the floors, some of the cells are
kept empty. We compare the average accuracy obtained per
scene over the 6 houses, and compare the result with that
reported in [38]. Clearly, both our algorithms outperform the
reported score by a long margin, with the only exception
of the bathroom class. Comparing our two models, we still
see that the Φcomb. model performs better than the Φscene
model. In Figure 6, we show the rate of convergence of
the Φscene and the Φcomb. models. It can be observed that
the latter model converged much faster as compared to the
former. This proves the worth of adding object information to
scene classifier. However, it should be noted that the training
process is much slower for Φcomb.. This is expected since
here, the outputs of two CNNs are concatenated and then
retrained together. The convergence rate of the Φattn. model
is similar to the Φscene model, and so we omitted it from
Figure 6 to avoid clutter.
Fig. 6: Convergence speed of models
TABLE VII: VPC Dataset: Φcomb. model results for individual homes
Home 1 Home 2 Home 3 Home 4 Home 5 Home 6 Avg.(ours) Avg. [38]
House number 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 0 1
Dining Room - 83.9 - - 47.7 - 79.8 48.8 - 25.00 - - 47.1 55.4 15.5
Bedroom - 32.2 37.4 31.9 - 49.6 53.0 66.2 41.7 - 56.6 51.8 58.8 47.9 73.0
Bathroom 82.4 58.9 48.3 86.4 - 82.1 79.9 91.8 90.5 96.6 63.3 83.0 64.9 77.3 68.7
Living Room - 97.6 - - 49.7 - 54.2 82.0 - 81.5 - - 88.1 75.5 25.9
Kitchen - 56.0 - - 73.7 - 55.6 87.9 - 83.2 - - 92.3 74.8 46.6
Avg. 82.4 65.7 42.9 59.1 57.0 65.9 64.5 75.4 66.1 71.6 59.9 67.4 70.3
